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DE Delphy
The impact of Delphy

Delphy is thé knowledge company for the vegetable 

sectors, nationally and internationally. Delphy’s know-

ledge experts contribute to the success of our partners 

(and thereby also create their own success). We have 

formulated Delphy’s ambition as follows: Worldwide 

Expertise for Food & Flowers.

You can read how Delphy gives shape to this ambition in this 

edition of the Delphy Annual Brochure 2022/2023. In the main 

article, we related our ambition to the Sustainable Development 

Goals and stated how Delphy contributes to the realization of 

these globally recognized goals. We asked ourselves three ques-

tions:

• Why?

Because we contribute to health, food safety, sustainability and the 

well-being of people on Earth

• What?

By developing and implementing knowledge and expertise, Delphy 

makes it possible to optimize production in food & flowers world-

wide.

• How?

Delphy's experts share their knowledge and expertise with our part-

ners in order to achieve their objectives and improve results.

Independent
Delphy stands for entrepreneurship, trust, responsibility and 

freedom.Delphy’s consultants, researchers, trainers, project 

leaders and software developers are actively involved, reliable and 

knowledgeable, take responsibility in the interest of our partners 

and maintain freedom through the independent position  

of knowledge.  

Continuous knowledge development
The people at Delphy are the soul, culture and strength of the 

company. They give shape to Delphy’s ambition in daily practice. 

Our highly qualified experts achieve this through continuous 

competence and knowledge development. For our young collea-

gues, we successfully use The Delphy Academy for their develop-

ment as a person, expert and professional.

FOREWORD JACCO VAN DER WEKKEN
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Millennials
Delphy is constantly growing and attrac-
ting new people. That is a challenge in a 
tight labor market: after all, young people 
with a good education have the choice of 
jobs. But that turns out to have a positive 
effect: people make a very conscious choice 
to work at Delphy.
Typical of the millennials, people who were 
born at the turn of the century, is that they 
are very driven and naturally ask questions 
about sustainability. They want to make 
real contributions in this area and are not 
satisfied with continuing in their ways. 
Delphy has a lot of freedom and a lot of 
room for own initiative. This fits well with 
the ambitions of these young people.

 

Current strategy
The transfer of ownership from Delphy Groep BV to AgriFORCE 

Growing Systems Ltd will be completed shortly. This ongoing inter-

nationalization creates opportunities for Delphy Groep BV worldwide 

to realize our ambition.

Hopefully you will get to know our beautiful company even better 

through this magazine. I hope you enjoy reading it! For reactions, 

please contact info@delphy.nl

Jacco van der Wekken, directeur
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THE Delphy offers an insight into our role and 

significance for the vegetable sectors in the 

Netherlands and internationally. Knowledge 

development and knowledge implementation 

are our keywords.

Delphy develops knowledge through practical 

research (often at its own trial locations), by 

developing digital systems for crop manage-

ment and by carrying out innovative projects.

Delphy implements knowledge by advising, 

training and guiding partners and entrepreneurs 

and by organizing networks (study groups, 

demo days, fairs).

See www.delphy.nl for more information. 
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François 
van Abeelen

François has been working at Delphy for 25 years and advises 
companies on a daily basis in propagation, container cultivation, 
under glass and in the open ground. His knowledge focuses on 
ornamental shrubs, conifers and roses. Advice revolves around crop 
protection, fertilization, pruning, propagating plants, inhibiting 
plants, cultivation matters. He brainstorms with his clients about 
business management, planning, building plans, company design, 
logistics, new construction. 

Which customers?

François has known his customers for so long that he ‘belongs to 

them’. This means that where a grower is busy with, for example, 

expanding his company or building a new one, Francois ensures 

that the cultivation remains of good quality. That is where his focus 

lies, so that the entrepreneur can do other things.

What’s the most challenging thing you’ve done this year

‘I am the backup behind the quality assurance of the plant. I share 

my knowledge with business successors, which gives me satisfac-

tion and appreciation. You see them grow! My day-to-day work as 

a consultant is a challenge every day.’

Need change?

‘We are conducting tests at our research nursery for tree cultivation 

and perennial cultivation on the basis of sustainability. A current 

sustainability study underway is whether miscanthus grass can 

partly replace peat. Our research nursery is thus a driver of new 

and sustainable developments. I will share the results of public trials 

with my customers during the winter.’  

When to get in touch with me?
For sound, reliable and independent advice for all 
kinds of matters that affect tree nursery companies 
in pots and the open ground. Think of crop protec-
tion, fertilization, propagation, pruning, inhibiting 
plant growth, planning work on the companies, 
sparring about layout and building plans with 
customers.

Why work at Delphy?
The freedom and the varied work is wonderful. 

When the weather is nice you can work outside, 

and in the winter you sit in the office or in the greenhouse. 

But above all: being of significance to customers, that gives the greatest satisfaction.
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Frederick 
Roseboom

Frederick's job at Delphy was preceded by an agricultural secondary 
education, a higher education in horticulture and arable farming 
and an internship at Delphy. He wrote his graduation thesis at 
Delphy and the vacancy for advisor in the Groningen clay area came 
at the right time. ‘I have learned a lot in the 2,5 years that I have been 
employed as a business consultant in arable farming.’  

Which customers?

Frederick's customers are arable farmers with farms varying 

between 20 and 400 ha in Groningen, the ‘Hogeland’ region (seed 

potatoes) and Oldambt (grain).

Need change?

“Not really. I have built up a clientele and the variety in the work 

makes me happy, no day is the same.”

What's the most challenging thing you've done this year

“The biggest challenge of the past year has been weed control in 

onions. An important contact herbicide may no longer be used 

and an agent that works through the soil is now more often used 

to keep the onion fields ‘clean’. Correct operation depends on 

the weather and is therefore unruly. The heavy showers in the 

spring caused crusting in onions. The dry rind forms a dense plate 

that the onion cannot grow through. From organic cultivation, 

weeding-harrows have been used to break open the soil so that 

the onions get oxygen. The timing of this operation is crucial.”  

When to get in touch with me?
You can call me for crop protection, fertilization 
plans, storage guidance, construction plans and 
cultivation guidance. This broad knowledge and the 
independence of Delphy are a good addition to your 
company! Entrepreneurs cannot keep up in every 
area. Delphy advisors can, and therefore provide a 
very valuable plus to every customer!

Why work at Delphy?
I have a challenging position with a lot of variety. 

I have my own clientele that I provide advice. 

When the weather is nice I am outside and when it rains I make it an office day: 

this is the ideal job, which also contributes to the food supply
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Worldwide expertise for food & flowers

The impact of 
Delphy  

If there is one denominator under 

which all Delphy's activities fall, it 

is sustainability. After all, care for 

the environment and humanity is 

becoming increasingly important in 

agriculture and horticulture. There 

is now a worldwide agreement 

about what contributes to greater 

sustainability. This is because the 

United Nations has appointed  

17 Sustainable Development Goals. 

They have been endorsed by all 

countries and increasingly function as a 

guiding tool. 

This article lists how Delphy contributes to the sustainability goals. 

What the impact, the role of Delphy in this world is. This new way 

of thinking also has to grow in our own organization. It is very easy 

to indicate what Delphy contributes to sustainable production, 

clean water, sustainable energy, economic growth (these are UN 

goals 6, 8 and 12).

But what the contribution is to the eradication of poverty and 

hunger is a somewhat more difficult question. Still, the connection 

is easy to make. The sustainability goals structure thinking about 

the business strategy of agricultural entrepreneurs and the place of 

the company in the future. You can position yourself as an entre-

preneur with it. And the same goes for Delphy.

Sustainability is not a casual challenge. Legislation and regulations 

steer farmers and horticulturists in that direction. Customers are 

increasingly making additional requirements regarding production 

methods. Society takes a critical look. Delphy guides the cultivation 

process and strategic choices from start to finish. If problems arise, 

solutions are sought. This applies to advice, but also to our own 

research, which will cover more and more sectors in the coming 

years.

The United Nations has appointed 17 strategic sustainability goals 

(Sustainable Development Goals), which are endorsed by all 

member states. 

‘Balance between optimal
sustainability and production security

requires a lot of knowledge'
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1.  End poverty in all its forms everywhere

2.  End hunger and achieve food security

4.  Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education

6.   Ensure availability and sustainable management  

of water and sanitation

7.   Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable  

and modern energy

8.    Sustainable economic growth, full and productive  

employment and decent work

10. Reduce inequality within and among countries

12. Sustainable consumption and production patterns 

13. Combat climate change

15. Protecting ecosystems and biodiversity

17. Strengthen global partnerships for sustainable development

These are the relevant targets for the agricultural sector (with the original UN numbering): 

MAIN ARTICLE
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Eradicating hunger and poverty
The association with the first two UN sustainability goals often lies 

with the problems in developing countries. But that's too narrow 

a perspective. Food security is important for every country. Only 

agriculture and horticulture that continuously responds to new 

challenges can guarantee this. The key word here is knowledge.

Open knowledge sharing in the Dutch agricultural sector is unique 

in the world. It is one of the key factors that gives the Netherlands 

such a prominent position as an agricultural superpower. Foreign 

growers, researchers, consultants and government representatives 

look at it with envy.

Delphy is one of the most important players in this knowledge 

network. The interaction between advisors and in-house rese-

archers is constantly raising the level. This knowledge is highly 

sought after, in the Netherlands, in Europe, in Asia, Africa and the 

Americas. Delphy experts are independent, not tied to govern-

ments or suppliers. That is also very much appreciated.

This means that Delphy has to deal with a national and interna-

tional demand for knowledge that is constantly growing. The 

answer to this is expanding research capacity and opening offices 

abroad, including with local advisors who are well aware of the 

local conditions and who combine this with high-tech knowledge.

Digitization makes it possible to provide cultivation advice remo-

tely, which increases the efficiency of the advisors.

QMS Tomato in Japan
The Delphy Japan team makes Dutch knowledge 
and innovations applicable to Japan. At Yamashita 
Farm this has resulted in a better harvest and 
quality of tomatoes. Income increased by more 
than 20%. Delphy consultant Mio Ariga applies the 
cultivation planning model QMS to provide the 
grower with up-to-date data. This ensures objective 
data-driven decisions to optimize cultivation and 
facilitates knowledge transfer.

As the second agricultural exporter in the world, the Netherlands is 

a pivot in the food supply. That export is the sum of trade and own 

production. Our own domestic production is very large. To main-

tain this position and at the same time deal more sustainably with 

inputs and the impact on the environment, continuous develop-

ment is necessary. Delphy advisors play an important role in this. 
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They support entrepreneurs in their choices, ensure the proper 

dissemination of new knowledge and act as a valued sparring 

partner. Consulting relationships with companies last for years, 

sometimes decades. The focus is on improving yield and quality.

Internationalization
Delphy ontwikkelt zich steeds meer als internationale speler. 

De sterke Nederlandse basis blijft, maar het model van kennis-

gestuurde advisering blijkt overal ter wereld welkom. Het 

aantal Delphy is developing more and more as an international 

player. The strong Dutch base remains, but the model of know-

ledge-driven advice is proving welcome all over the world. The 

number of foreign branches is growing, as is the number of trai-

ning and research centers. The approach differs per country and is 

tailored to the development stage of agriculture and horticulture.

It differs from advising individual agricultural companies to setting 

up sales chains with new high-yielding crops. This is done in 

collaboration with partners, such as foreign investors and suppliers 

or knowledge institutions in the country itself. The presence of 

Delphy leads to a higher cultivation level, new cultivation methods, 

better yield and more cultivation security, new crops, more effi-

cient use of raw materials and resources, better crop protection, 

often with fewer resources.

In countries where a large part of the population lives below the 

poverty line, the impact of improvement projects is often signifi-

cant. Improving the agricultural structure is not only good for food 

security but also alleviates poverty. After all, every successful agri-

cultural company has a great impact on its environment. It provides 

food and employment and generates income. Focus countries are 

Egypt, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda, Ethiopia and South Africa.

‘More local production =
less famine’

Read more on page 12

MAIN ARTICLE
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Marc 
van Tilburg

Marc started at Delphy two years ago, following his studies in agro-
technology at the Wageningen University. He is a strawberry consul-
tant, with a great interest in digitization. ‘What I look for in my work 
is to stay close to practice and, above all, to be involved in nature with 
hands and feet. Delphy is independent, so I can give my opinion and 
advise the optimum for a grower without having to sell a product.’

Which customers?

Marc's customers are mainly greenhouse horticulture companies in the 

Netherlands, sometimes abroad as well. Marc now mainly focuses on 

all substrate cultivation in the Netherlands, both small and large compa-

nies. ‘The difference between companies of 35 ha or 1 ha keeps me 

sharp. The differences, that's what makes it fun and also challenging.’

What’s the most challenging thing you’ve done this year

“The most challenging thing is coming up now: the energy crisis. 

When I started at Delphy, we were in the middle of the Corona 

crisis. This crisis brought with it many uncertainties, but turned out 

reasonably well for the strawberry sector. But since the energy crisis, 

there has been a lot of uncertainty in the sector, in addition to other 

challenges such as labor and more resilient cultivation.”

Need change?

‘To solve both the energy problem and the shortage of workers, 

more investments from the entire sector should be made in autono-

mous cultivation. That is where the solution lies to make strawberry 

cultivation profitable with less energy use and less labour.’  

When to get in touch with me?
I approach cultivation with a fresh perspective and 
reason from the plant and the customer. I like to 
spar and look for tension. I don't write out ‘recipes’, 
but I delve into his cultivation issues together with 
the grower.'

Why work at Delphy?
You have a lot of customer contact and you build a good relationship with your customers. 

It is very nice to work with many different types of people. You are always active, outdoors, in crops. 

We have a close team and as a young employee you will be trained to become a fully-fledged advisor. 

You operate on your own, but you are not alone.
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Martijn 
Voorwinden 

Martijn Voorwinden has been working at Delphy for a year as a consul-
tant in cut and potted Anthuriums. He became acquainted with this crop 
when he had a side job at an Anthurium nursery when he was 13. During 
his studies in horticulture and agribusiness at InHolland, he continued 
to work for this grower and gained practical experience there. The job 
at Delphy offers him the combination of advice, social contacts and all 
aspects of plant growing. A plant is alive, it is changeable and that is why 
it is so interesting.

Which customers?

Martijn's customers are growers of cut and potted Anthuriums, 

whom he advises on all cultivation aspects. He is also committed to 

projects such as the control of black thrips, which has been in the 

Netherlands since 2019 and is a problem for anthuriums and, for 

example, green pot plants such as the ficus. These thrips live very 

hidden, which makes them difficult to combat and little is known 

about them. Martijn guides anthurium companies to get the black 

thrips under control. This provides him with many contacts and a lot 

of new knowledge. Another project is researching insect netting in 

potted plants, which is pulled over the plants instead of being placed 

in the air vents.

What's the most challenging thing you've done this year

‘The trips project is the most challenging, because a lot of know-

ledge has to be developed here. I gather knowledge through 

interviews with suppliers of products, control agents and information 

from external studies. I also do a lot of practical research: scouting, 

crop research, talks with growers.’

Need change?

'Sustainability is always high on my agenda. Within potted plants, 

anthurium is a very sustainable product. The cut flower and the pot 

plant have a long shelf life. It is a product with a lot of potential for 

the future.'  

What do you need me for?
You need me for my knowledge of and practical 
experience with Anthuriums. I am a specialist in 
anthuriums. I bring theoretical knowledge into 
(and to) practice.

Why work at Delphy?
In my job you are on top of the latest developments and you have a lot of freedom. 

The diversity in subjects and social contacts is super interesting. 

You are on the road a lot and you talk to a lot of different people.
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Horti Demo Center South-Africa
The high-tech greenhouse of the Horti Demo 

Center in South Africa was opened in October. A 
Delphy joint venture with Stellenbosch University 

and the horticultural industry. An initiative to take 
greenhouse horticulture to a higher level and to 

help entrepreneurs start a successful horticultural 
business. This can give vegetable production a 

major boost. The population thus receives more 
healthy vegetables and the entrepreneurs a better 

income. An advisory structure is being built around 
the center.

Sustainable production
Sustainability in the stricter definition means a way of growing 

that uses resources as efficiently as possible and that burdens the 

environment as little as possible. For this it is necessary that the 

farmer or horticulturist can realize a good yield price. In modern 

words: a ‘sustainable’ way of growing. It brings together six UN 

goals.

This is also pretty much the core business of the consultants and 

researchers work. The entire agriculture and horticulture sector is 

undergoing a transition. How do you use water more economically 

and efficiently? How do you switch to greener crop protection? 

How do you maintain soil quality in the long term? How do you 

let nature work for you? How do you reduce the burden on nature 

and the environment? These questions are addressed in individual 

advice and in projects. If it is necessary to tackle a challenge more 

deeply or more broadly, it is tackled in project form, often together 

with partners.

Some examples:

Delphy advisors help greenhouse growers to grow with less 

energy. Many companies have made a change under the heading 

of ‘Next Generation Growing’. They have grown more rationally 

based on crop data, have achieved greater control and are saving 

energy. Further refinements can be made to save even more, for 

Kazakhstan
Delphy has been supporting greenhouse 
growers in Kazakhstan for about ten years 
now. They grow tomatoes, cucumber, bell 
pepper and lettuce. The approach is four-
fold. To improve the cultivation level, culti-
vation experts are detached to the compa-
nies, Dutch people or local managers. 
Furthermore, Delphy trains young Kazakh 
talent. Via the Delphy Dashboard, advisors 
in the Netherlands can look directly at the 
companies and give advice online. This 
is supplemented by incidental company 
visits.
The impact of this commitment is huge. 
Cultivation has been taken to a higher 
level and the companies are working much 
more sustainably than before. They use less 
water and energy. They use crop protection 
products in a more targeted and efficient 
manner. Consumption has decreased and 
deployment is safer. A real turnaround in 
cultivation has been achieved.‘We develop cultivation systems

that are sustainable and profitable
in the future’
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example by using more energy screens. A quality management 

system (QMS) has been established for many crops. This helps 

to improve quality with more energy-efficient cultivation. In addi-

tion, there is a search for alternative energy sources to stop being 

dependent on fossil energy. Greenhouse horticulture is undergoing 

a transition to a more energy-efficient way of growing and a transi-

tion to sustainable energy sources. This is a key point in the advice 

and research of the Delphy Improvement Centre in Bleiswijk

There is also a transition in open field crops. The advisors guide 

growers in maintaining soil quality, water supply and transition to 

more sustainable crop protection. Careful handling of the environ-

ment is also an important point. Delphy is increasingly supporting 

this with its own research, including at its own research locations: 

Delphy ISFC (soft fruit), Delphy Improvement Centre (greenhouse 

horticulture and vertical farming), Delphy research arable farming, 

Delphy Research Nursery in tree cultivation and perennial cultiva-

tion, Delphy research location flower bulbs and bulb flowers and 

from the 1st of January 2023 also Delphy fruit cultivation.

Sustainability in Danish horticulture
The Danish horticultural organization has mapped 
out a path to phase out the use of synthetic crop 
protection products. HortiAdvice Scandinavia, Delp-
hy’s partner organization, is therefore developing 
and demonstrating new strategies to control pests 
and diseases, together with the growers. Including 
the introduction of alternative means. An important 
part is the integration of biological and conventional 
knowledge and strategies with new technologies. 
Organic production currently exceeds 50% in some 
field vegetables. The development of this production 
method is an important part of the work with clear 
impact in practice.

‘Sustainability used to be important
for your image; now it just has to’

MAIN ARTICLE
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Digitization
All agricultural sectors are developing towards more rational culti-

vation based on measurements and data. Real-time data makes 

it possible to respond better and at the right time to the current 

circumstances. And also to do justice to differences within plots. 

More precise cultivation not only means more certainty about 

yield and quality for the farmer (UN Goal 8) but also efficient and 

economical use of raw materials (UN Goals 7 and 12). In addition, it 

is becoming easier to spare the environment and surroundings (UN 

goals 6, 13 and 15).

Precision cultivation requires measuring instruments (such as 

sensors and cameras on equipment or drones) to collect the data. 

Then calculation programs or algorithms to analyze the data. And 

finally, a match is needed with botanical knowledge. The models 

are developed in-house. After all, Delphy is unique in translating 

plant knowledge into algorithms.

The route towards digitization is most advanced in greenhouse 

horticulture. The Delphy Digital team was created to drive the 

developments and to fit them into the consultancy work. The 

Quality Management Systems (QMS) are important cultivation 

and decision models for growers and advisors. A step further is 

remote cultivation or remote advice. By continuously monitoring 

all cultivation data on a dashboard, entrepreneurs can make deci-

sions remotely. For the Delphy advisors, the dashboard data is the 

breeding ground for targeted advice. For example, they can guide 

companies in Kazakhstan or Japan without frequent company 

visits. This makes a significant difference in flight movements and 

therefore in CO
2
 footprint.

QMS Tomato
Delphy is a specialist in green digitization: trans-
lating the unique knowledge of a horticulturist 
into digital solutions and resources. This not only 
provides added value for the grower, but also for 
suppliers. With QMS tomato, the grower can calcu-
late various cultivation scenarios and determine the 

The impact of digital solutions 
Delphy participates in the QuantiFarm 

project, part of Horizon Europe, the Euro-
pean Union’s research and innovation 

programme. QuantiFarm supports the use of 
digital technology in agriculture to improve 

sustainability and earning capacity.
To this end, QuantiFarm introduces a 

method to assess costs and benefits of digital 
solutions. Delphy is involved in case studies 

in the Netherlands in fruit cultivation, 
arable farming and greenhouse vegetable 
cultivation and in Poland in fruit cultiva-

tion. Delphy conducts comparative research 
in which users and non-users of digital 

technologies are compared. 

‘Digitization enables scalable 
knowledge sharing around the world’
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impact of such a scenario on production and costs.
This happened, for example, in the collaboration 
with breeder BASF Nunhems. With the help of 
QMS Tomato, the cultivation plans at two locations 
have been adjusted. The result: reduction of energy 
consumption while improving quality and produc-
tion at the same time.

The vertical farm is the most far-reaching form of cultivation 

control. Cultivation in a completely enclosed area can take place 

anywhere, regardless of local conditions. Vertical farms handle 

water, space and fertilizers very efficiently. There is little post-har-

vest loss and they can produce close to the consumer, in the 

middle of the city. That saves a lot on transport. Moreover, the 

urban population is provided with vitamin-rich vegetables. So these 

are very sustainable aspects. The high energy consumption is 

currently on the negative side of the balance sheet.

Delphy believes vertical farms are a promising development. 

Reason to invest in it ourselves within our own research facility in 

the Delphy Improvement Centre in Bleiswijk. An important point 

of attention is increasing production in order to reduce the energy 

input per kilogram of product.

Climate change
The availability of clean freshwater is becoming more urgent 

worldwide. Even a water-rich country like the Netherlands has 

to deal with it. All crops have been experiencing bottlenecks for 

several years because it simply rains too little in the summer. This 

requires action: more water storage, better supply, economical use 

of water through, for example, drip irrigation, and improvement of 

the capillary effect of the soil. Entrepreneurs are faced with many 

choices, in which they can use advice.

Reducing gas consumption with 
50% in strawberry cultivation
Delphy ISFC, a research location for soft 
fruit, is working in a strawberry cultiva-
tion to halve the gas consumption of this 
cultivation, without making concessions 
in production volume, quality and produc-
tion period. A strawberry cultivation is a 
cultivation strategy under glass, in which 
the plant is planted in August and the 
same plant is harvested in the autumn 
and spring. This strategy concerns 60-65% 
of the Dutch glass area. Controlling the 
required energy and energy costs is essen-
tial for the Dutch glass strawberry.

‘The three strategic
research themes of Delphy:

Resilient cultivation, digitization,
climate-proof cultivation systems'

Read more on page 18

MAIN ARTICLE
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Milan 
Franssen

Milan is not a grower's son, but has a lot of affinity with the vege-
table sector. His graduation project at the HAS brought him a fasci-
nation for ‘soil’. During his studies in plant sciences at the Wagen-
ingen University he expanded his knowledge of this subject and with 
his study agricultural economics he brought the economic side into 
view. After a successful internship at Delphy, Milan is now a project 
manager for closed horticulture, specializing in soil and circularity.

Which customers?

Any party that has knowledge or application questions where 

Delphy's knowledge can provide a solution. This can be individual 

growers, chain partners, provinces, boards of surveyors of water, 

practical networks. Questions are passed on to one of the cultiva-

tion advisors, but can also lead to a trial or project. The question, 

the problem or the own insights of project managers and cultiva-

tion advisors are processed in a project proposal and partners are 

involved in the realization. This means that building a network is of 

great importance: finding partners, but also being found yourself. 

“They are gradually finding me, and that leads to concrete collabo-

rations.”

What's the most challenging thing you've done this year

‘I discovered at Delphy that I have to translate my theoretical 

framework into practice. Instead of trying to think ahead of the 

practice, you should think along with the practice. In that regard, I 

am doing a 180 degree turn.’

Need change?

'I want to see more appreciation for primary products. In supermar-

kets, a large part of the shelves is filled with processed products, 

all those processing steps do not benefit the nutritional value. 

Consumers should be more proud of our fresh Dutch product, and 

perhaps the sector itself too.'  

When to get in touch with me?
Because as a project manager I see the big picture 
and have a vision for it. I bring growers, advisors 
and researchers together to arrive at a well-founded 
but practical approach.

Why work at Delphy?
Because you can make an impact in a sector that really matters. 

You stand between policy and practice. As a project manager you have a lot of freedom, 

in addition to a high degree of entrepreneurship and responsibility. 

With the knowledge of Delphy specialists, you can propose solutions for broad problems.
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Rens 
Smith 

Rens has been working at Delphy for five years as a cucumber and 
autumn tomato advisor. Rens is young, but already manager of the 
greenhouse vegetables team. ‘I'm a bit younger but I have great ideas 
and an opinion. Delphy is open to that.’ Delphy strives for a mix of 
young and experienced employees.  

Which customers?

The customers of Rens are cucumber growers who also grow 

autumn tomatoes. This can be a family business or a large grower 

who employs cultivation managers.

What's the most challenging thing you've done this year

‘The most challenging part is my new role as manager. My strength is 

that I am quite fanatical about cultivation matters. I know what I’m talking 

about and I think I also know what advisors encounter. That helps.’ 

Perhaps the biggest challenge is the sheer number of ideas that are 

constantly bubbling up. What are good ideas, what is short term, what is 

long term?

Every day is dominated by ‘what can I do on behalf of Delphy’' What can I 

do myself, what can I better leave to someone else? The things I think of 

or find are looked at and listened to. I keep developing myself. We want 

to expand, attract new people, that’s what I’m focusing on now.'

Need change?

‘What I would like to change is that it is clear to everyone that 

Delphy works worldwide and that we can advise customers from 

small to large. That, if I’m on holiday in France, I would walk into the 

greenhouse somewhere and that the person I speak to there knows 

Delphy. Cultivation is Delph’s strength; we have a lot of knowledge 

of ‘with less input more output’, energy saving, labour, fertilizer, 

water and energy. Everyone should know that.’  

When to get in touch with me?
Delphy knows everything that has to do with food 
production. From grower to investor, Delphy can 
provide tailor-made guidance and knowledge to 
everyone. I want to be the grower’s sounding board.

Why work at Delphy?
‘You have a lot of responsibility, the freedom to fulfill your own wishes, 

to determine your own focus. Every day you can develop yourself personally, in knowledge and as a person. 

There is a lot of knowledge at Delphy and it is happy to be shared’.
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In addition, it is important not to pollute the groundwater and 

surface water through leaching of fertilizers or crop protection 

products and through runoff and drift towards the ditch.

Delphy has a water expert for every crop to tackle these issues.

Increasing water shortages are one of the consequences of 

climate change. The situation calls for more and more adjust-

ments in agriculture and horticulture. The common denominator 

is ‘climate-proof cultivation’. In Northwest Europe, the water issues 

mentioned are an important part of this. In addition, adjustments to 

the construction plan and cultivation technique may be necessary.

In Egypt, the situation is already much more dire. All Delphy’s 

activities there actually fall under the heading of climate smart 

agriculture. It means looking for cultivation possibilities under dry 

and silted conditions. Suitable crops, salt-resistant varieties, use 

of compost, adaptation of irrigation, adapted management of the 

different soil layers. This fits in with an overall approach to improve 

the level of knowledge and set up sustainable chains in Egypt.

Agro Fossil Free 
In the Agro Fossil Free project, nine countries are 

working together to achieve an agriculture that 
is not dependent on fossil fuels. Delphy is project 

leader for the Netherlands. The aim is to help 
farmers to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. 
The concrete possibilities include tractors that run 

on electricity or hydrogen, wind turbines, solar 
panels and better energy storage systems. But 

adjustments are also possible in cultivation, such as 
retaining more carbon in the soil. The explicit inten-

tion is to allow existing knowledge to flow more 
smoothly into practice.

‘Innovation of cultivation systems
is the key to sustainability’
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Delphy advisors guide farmers in the search for ways to respond to 

the impact of climate change. For example, greenhouse gas emis-

sions can be reduced by no longer using fossil fuels in the long 

run. This challenge is greatest in greenhouse horticulture. Much of 

the research in the Delphy Improvement Centre focuses on green-

house horticulture that is much less dependent on natural gas. The 

researchers manage to grow tomatoes with six cubic meters of gas 

instead of the usual 25 cubic meters.

Furthermore, in arable farming, for example, it is possible to retain 

more carbon in the soil. The key word here is a higher organic 

matter content.

In hot summers, the climate in the inner cities can get really 

unpleasant. An important way to cool down such ‘hot spots’ is to 

make the living environment greener. The tree nursery provides the 

conditions for this in the form of robust crops that can withstand 

difficult conditions. Even more partnership is needed to achieve 

further greening of cities.

Biodiversity
Biodiversity also has two sides. Sustainable agriculture contributes 

to the conservation of biodiversity (UN target 15). This is possible 

by adapting crop protection. Using bee-friendly means, integrated 

pest management and ensuring that no pesticides end up in the 

water. The construction of field margins is also a tried and tested 

method.

On the other hand, you can also let nature work for you. This is 

called functional agrobiodiversity (FAB). Field edges also contain 

useful pest control agents. Over the years, Delphy has participated 

in various regional projects to take FAB to a higher level. This is 

accompanied by a lower use of plant protection products. This is 

often a matter of daring, but based on good monitoring of pests 

and natural enemies.

In fact, fruit growing is very dependent on biodiversity. For good 

pollination not only honey bees are needed, but also wild bees and 

bumblebees. 

LED’s 
The energy crisis is leading to a recon-
sideration of energy consumption in 
greenhouse horticulture. The Delphy 
Improvement Centre has been working for 
years on innovation of cultivation systems, 
which are much more energy-efficient. The 
researchers have already taken significant 
steps in reducing gas consumption and 
upcoming projects are working towards 
fossil-free cultivation. This is a precondi-
tion for sustainable and profitable green-
house horticulture. In this, the lighting 
takes place solely with LEDs, which save 
50% energy compared to high-pressure 
sodium lamps.

‘Working with nature
instead of against it'

Lees verder op pagina 22
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Roel 
van der Vlugt

Roel started working at Delphy as a researcher and advisor to the 
flower bulb team during his graduation internship at the horticul-
ture and agribusiness in Delft. ‘Both research and advice appeal 
to me. I want to immediately take the ongoing investigations to 
the customers. It’s really nice when you get a question that you've 
been researching.’ Roel is currently conducting research into double 
heating in hyacinth bulbs: finding the boundary between tempera-
ture, weight and quality.

Which customers?

Roel's customers are flower bulb growers and forcing companies 

in North and South Holland. Now is the busiest time: harvest, 

storage and stage research. In stage research, you look under the 

microscope to see whether the bulbs have already formed a pistil 

and stamens. If so, the bulbs are cooled for forcing companies or 

for trade.

What's the most challenging thing you've done this year

‘Challenging research into hot firing in alliums: hot firing is new for 

onion crops. We wet the bulbs so that the nematodes come to life, 

and then look for the right temperature to kill the nematodes. And 

we are successful!’

Need change?

Divide my work well during busy periods. There are weeks when 

40 hours is too short. The Delphy Academy teaches me that other 

young colleagues are also experiencing this. That helps!'  

When to get in touch with me?
You need me because I know a lot about the bulb 
business. Because I visit many clients as a consultant, 
I see what is going well and what could be improved, 
and I can share my knowledge. And because I'm 
good at working together and I like it too.

Why work at Delphy?
The freedom. If you want to start new research, 

you can bring your own ideas and creativity into it. 

You can organize your own time, 

but you also have good cooperation within the team.
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Roelof 
Naber

Roelof works at the company ‘where I never wanted to work’. It 
turned out well: Roelof has been employed for 30 years as an arable 
farming manager and advisor. ‘I find the agricultural and the stra-
tegic most interesting; cultivation is the most exciting thing for me 
because it is different every year.’

Which customers?

Roelof works in the Drenthe peat colonies, where mainly starch 

potatoes, sugar beets, onions, grains and carrots are grown. Also 

experimental crops such as valerian. His customers are growers, 

the largest of which has 700 hectares of land and the smallest has 

50 hectares. Roelof: ‘I am a kind of cowboy who drives around in 

his hunting grounds. If a customer has a problem, I go there the 

same day, because I only plan regular appointments with a few 

customers.’

What's the most challenging thing you've done this year

‘As a manager, it is a challenge to let my team function optimally. 

As an advisor, my challenge when working with data is linking QMS 

Plantsap to Plant Advice. The aim is to be able to understand and 

monitor the plant even better. Plant advice contains all plots with 

all information about soil and fertilization. If we link this information 

to the plant sap measurements, connections become clear very 

quickly and our lead in the field of fertilization is even greater.’

Need change?

‘Many substances have been banned in recent years, but the pests 

and weeds remain. The resources we use are environmentally 

friendly and used sparingly. Yet the attitude towards agriculture 

is very critical. Agriculture produces food, it requires sacrifices to 

secure sufficient food production. That is very easily thought about 

or not thought about by the population.’  

When to get in touch with me?
If you want a sharp sounding board and want to 
improve results, you can contact me. I am fairly 
direct and stubborn, you have to be able to handle 
that. My motivation is to help people. Delphy’s inde-
pendence makes making the right choices possible.

Why work at Delphy?
My job offers enormous freedom and you can put a lot of creativity into it. 

The biggest challenge is maneuvering on the fringes of knowledge. An investigation into a current problem

 can easily take a year. That is why we discuss the questions in our team so that we find a solution. 

Customers do not always make the same choices, so the solution direction quickly becomes clear. 

That makes us practical, fast, decisive and distinctive.
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The latter are becoming more important because the fruit trees 

will bloom earlier due to climate change. Honey bees are not that 

active yet, wild bees are. So it takes a mix of pollinators, wild and 

tame. In collaboration with partners, our advisors have professiona-

lized the use of mason bees.

The Outer Land of Rhoon
The ‘Buijtenland van Rhoon’ is the largest expe-
riment in the Netherlands with nature-inclusive 
agriculture. That is to say: arable farming with full 
attention to the environment. This is achieved by 
clearing part of the acreage for natural vegetation, 
a cultivation plan with a variety of crops and very 
low insecticide use. This gives some more risks that 
the entrepreneurs want to cover by selling their 
products locally. As a partner, Delphy fulfills an 
advisory role in the process of reducing substance 
use, for example through crop monitoring.

Peat free
The extraction of peat is very difficult to make 
sustainable. It affects biodiversity and causes 
greenhouse gas emissions. That is why its use in 
potting soils is under pressure. However, simply 
replacing it with other raw materials is difficult. 
Peat has a number of unique properties, such as 
buffering water, fertilizers and acidity. Every other 
resource has its own limitations. However, a tran-
sition is possible. To do this, knowledge has to grow 
in many areas. At the Delphy Research Nursery 
for Tree cultivation and Perennial cultivation in 
Hazerswoude, researchers are working on alterna-
tives, with a preference for circular raw materials 
from the region.

‘Autonomous cultivation:
the role of the grower is shifting  

from execution to strategy'
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Partnership
The Netherlands is renowned for its willingness to cooperate 

and to reach compromises in order to achieve goals. That is a 

good breeding ground for shaping projects together with others. 

Delphy works together with companies, knowledge institutes 

and other parties that supplement their own knowledge and skills 

and bring with them a good network. This happens, for example, 

in projects aimed at making agriculture and horticulture more 

sustainable, digitization projects, but also in setting up sales 

chains.

Delphy also regularly collaborates with companies and institu-

tions that are active in the same field. It turns out that it is quite 

possible to work together on a project basis without becoming 

competitive. 

Covered cultivation promotes  
sustainability
All over the world, cultivation grows under cover 
in low-tech, mid-tech or high-tech greenhouses. 
Covered cultivation uses water, space, fertilizers 
and crop protection products much more efficiently 
than open cultivation. Production is increasing 
rapidly. Delphy is a worldwide top expert in this 
field. A disadvantage of greenhouses in countries 
with a cold season is the high energy consumption. 
The Delphy Improvement Centre is constantly 
working on more energy-efficient cultivation.

This article was made possible through the valued collaboration 

of: Christian van Os, Akira Saito, Marloes Dogterom, Laura Bautista, 

Max van den Hemel, Wilco Dorresteijn, Salah Ali, Jan Kiers, Arnoud 

van Boven, Aad van den Berg, Jan Jensen Hass, Natascha Vendel, 

Jeroen van Buren, Corné Lugtenburg, Bart Jongenelen, Lisanne 

Schuddebeurs, Derk Rademacher, Jacco van der Wekken en 

Mathilde van Werven. 

International cooperation 
In many places the soil quality is deteriora-
ting. This can lead to cultivation problems, 
but also to environmental problems 
such as eutrophication and the release 
of greenhouse gas emissions. Improving 
the organic matter content of the soil is a 
good method to achieve a more sustainable 
cultivation. Delphy participates in the 
Interreg project Soilcom. In this, institutes 
from five countries around the North Sea 
are looking for the best methods to improve 
the soil with composts.

MAIN ARTICLE
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Stijn 
Jochems

His father already took him to the ‘come to the greenhouse’ days, and 
that made an impression. Stijn went to HAS Den Bosch and started 
working at Delphy as a researcher at the Improvement Centre. Being 
close to practice and solving problems appeals to him. Stijn investi-
gates how new techniques can be applied most efficiently. Growers 
don't just invest in new techniques without knowing what effect it has 
on their crop and cultivation strategy. That is why the Improvement 
Centre is pushing the boundaries with new techniques and strategies. 
With measurements and sensors, the effect on the climate and the 
plant is mapped out so that the impact becomes visible. This is useful 
for the growers, but also for suppliers who are looking for a research 
partner who can see the results from a grower's point of view. Within 
the studies, a lot of contact and discussion is sought with growers, 
advisors and specialists in the field of screens, lighting and irrigation.

Which customers?

The transition to a fossil-free greenhouse horticulture is central 

to our public trials and we are looking together with growers for 

suitable solutions and strategies to make that step. But there are also 

private projects, such as LED suppliers, breeders and pioneers with 

new techniques who want to have their products or varieties tested. 

Delphy is independent and has a lot of practical knowledge, which 

comes in handy when assessing results and issuing advice.

What's the most challenging thing you've done this year

‘We are setting up a trial for energy-efficient eggplant under LED that 

is grown year- round. It is a challenge to represent the interests of all 

parties involved and to stay close to practice, if you are also setting 

up a future cultivation concept. But it promises to be a fun and 

interesting trial!’

Need change?

‘My goal is to contribute to a sector that can continue to produce 

food profitably and efficiently for the whole world. I want to go 

‘outside’ more to meet growers face-to-face, also internationally. 

As a theme specialist, I can then use my expertise even better for 

growers or for fellow advisors and researchers.’  

When to get in touch with me?
I am your partner in research and I think along 
from a customer perspective. I make a strong 
research plan where your trial is carried out meticu-
lously and I help interpret the results!

Why work at Delphy?
I work in a fun, young, dynamic team, I learn a lot every day, 

I am close to practice and I do research into cool new developments.
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Tomasz 
Krasowski

I’m Tomasz Krasowski from Poland. I am a greenhouse vegetable 
consultant, working in Poland and the surrounding countries. I'm 
a tomato and cucumber adviser, cooperating with greenhouse 
growers and visiting their greenhouses regularly. My whole adult 
life is connected with horticulture, despite the fact that I’m not 
coming from a “horticultural” family. After primary school, I studied 
in technical horticulture college and finally finished Horticulture 
University. Apart from consultancy, I am also a farmer. I am growing 
wheat, corn and oil seed rape in my own farm.

Which customers?

My clients are mainly family tomato and cucumber clients located 

in Kalisz, the biggest greenhouse area in Poland. Before Covid, I 

was also active in CIS countries. Now, for example, I have a client 

in Romania.

What's the most challenging thing you've done this year

At the moment there are major concerns among my customers 

because of the energy crisis. They don't know what to do next 

year. That is why I am trying to help them make the best deci-

sions about when and how to start the new season. Some of 

my customers are thinking about switching to another crop, for 

example to move from tomatoes to soft fruits such as strawber-

ries or raspberries.

Need change?

Covid showed that travel can be limited, which is why it is impor-

tant to develop remote advisory services based on digitisation and 

use of sensors installed in the crop installed.  

My added value for customers
They can trust me and know that I am an honest 
person. They can contact me if they have any 
doubts or do not know how to solve a problem.

Why work at Delphy?
The work of a consultant is very satisfying, especially when clients are happy with my work. 

I think that advising companies is on a higher level than just sales. And freedom: 

I work the way I want. So far with good results :)
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About Delphy
Delphy advises growers, conducts prac-
tice-oriented research, is project leader of 
innovative projects, provides national and 
international training and develops software for 
digital cultivation management. In summary: Delphy opti-
mizes crop production through knowledge development and 
knowledge implementation, taking into account location, crop, 
sustainability and market demand. In this way Delphy contri-
butes to health, food safety, sustainability and the well-being 
of the people in this world.  

Knowledge development Knowledge implementation International Subsidiairies

Team Delphy Improvement 
Centre (Horticulture)

Team Delphy ISFC (Soft fruit)

Team Research Centre Tree 
Cultivation

Team Research Arable Farming

Team Research Fruit Cultivation

Team Vertical Farming

Team Projects and Innovations

Team Research Crop Protection 
(Aegisto)

Team Research Flower Bulbs 
and Bulb Flowers

Team Arable Farming North East 
Netherlands

Team Arable Farming North 
West Netherlands

Team Arable Farming and 
Field Vegetables South West – 
Netherlands

Team Arable Farming and 
Field Vegetables South East 
Netherlands

Team Soft Fruit

Team Fruit Cultivation

Team Tree Cultivation and 
Perennials

Team Flower Bulbs and Bulb 
Flowers

Team Floriculture

Team Greenhouse Vegetables

Team Organic Farming

Team Africa

Team North- and West-Africa

Team Asia

Team Crop Appraisals

Team Delphy Digital

Team Kazakhstan

Delphy Poland

Delphy Great Britain

Delphy Belgium

Horti Advice Scandinavia

Delphy Kenya

Delphy South Africa

Delphy Rwanda

Delphy Uganda

Delphy Ghana

Delphy Kazakhstan

Delphy Japan
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Working at Delphy
Plants and people, that’s what it’s all about at Delphy. We  
offer a wide range of functions, spreading across the activi-
ties  of our company. 
A job at Delphy is based on everyone’s  personal expertise, 
strength and interests. The coloring of  the position is very 
personal and this growth and flowering  is supervised by 
the Delphy Academy.  

What jobs do we offer?
In all vegetable sectors

Consultants provide cultivation, strategic and business advice  

based on a high level of knowledge. Consultants are an important  

sparring partner for growers.

• Cultivation expertise (fertilization, crop protection, climate 

control, digitization, harvest, storage and energy)

• Advice on expansion, crop rotation, takeovers, sales, legislation 

and regulations

• Development of a broad network in the sector 

Researchers conduct research and thus develop knowledge that  

can be directly applied in practice. Plant and cultivation concepts  

are central to the research. Working at or from our own research  

locations.

• Initiating and setting up research projects 

• Managing relationships in practice and the public field

• Connecting projects and research calls

• Knowledge sharing of research results with advisors, partners 

and growers

Cultivation engineers make digital intelligence available to growers  

through the development and deployment of software for decision  

and growth models.

• Initiating and supervising the development and deployment 

of software for decision and growth models for (crop) 

management.

• Switch between growers, cultivation experts and digital 

intelligence

Project managers are close to practice and build up an 

(international)  network. Acquiring, writing and managing projects. 

Workplaces  are both in the Netherlands and internationally.

• Building a Dutch (and for European projects also international) 

network

• Having knowledge and following regulations and openings

• Knowledge transfer (open days, training courses, workshops, live 

or online)

• The development of agriculture and horticulture in the core 

countries of Delphy

• Providing cultivation technical training, live and online

• Setting up projects together with Partners

Trainers transfer their crop knowledge to groups, companies or  

individuals in the Netherlands and internationally.  

• Tailor made

• At Delphy research locations or at clients' sites

To strengthen the mutual  meeting and the bond, Delphy  orga-

nizes the annual New Year’s meeting, there are team  outings and 

we pay a lot of  attention to highlights such as  anniversaries.

For current vacancies:

www.delphy.nl/vacancies
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Fruit growing research location Randwijk (from 1 January 2023)

Research Locations Delphy

Delphy Research Centre Tree Cultivation, Hazerswoude

Delphy Improvement Center Bleiswijk, horticulture, vertical farming

Research Location Arable Farming, various locations in the Netherlands, with partners

Delphy ISFC Horst, Soft Fruit

Delphy in numbers

In 2021, 6077 customers in 48 countries received an invoice.

Delphy research garden flower bulbs and bulb flowers, Hillegom

Age distribution Delphy Group
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FAQEvents Delphy
During the events that Delphy organizes, knowledge 
transfer and bringing together relevant people for the sector 
are central. 

Open cultivation
• Apple day

• Soil management demo day

• Demo day B-carrot

• Demo day drip irrigation

• Demo day sustainable fruit cultivation

• Demo day fossil-free cultivation

• Demo day circular agriculture

• Demo day non-turning tillage

• Demo day weed control and organic fertilizers

• Demo day precision engineering

• Robotization demo day

• Demo day spraying technique

• Innovation day peony

• Innovation day dahlia

• Open days research nursery tree cultivation and  

perennial cultivation

• pear day

• Seed potato day

• Seed potato field day

• Spray License Renewals

• Onion day

• Election of the most beautiful storage onion

Closed cultivation
• Strawberry day

• Demo day data-driven cultivation management

• Demo day vertical farming

• Energy Event

• Field Day Soft Fruit

• International Soft Fruit Conference

• Knowledge event ISFC soft fruit

• Pot and bedding plant day

Does Delphy have its own publications and newsletters?

Does Delphy have internships or trial days?

Is Delphy independent?

What is the working language at Delphy?

What characterises the culture at Delphy?

If you come to work at Delphy, 
will you be coached well?

Are there opportunities for international  
candidates to come and work at Delphy?

Yes, Delphy publishes crop protection guides, 

brochures and newsletters. Order and subscribe via 

our website.

Yes, there are opportunities. Send an e-mail with 

your CV to info@delphy.nl.

Delphy keeps freedom through an independent 

position in knowledge and products.

Dutch and often English.

Trust, freedom, responsibility  

and entrepreneurship.

A two-year programme from the Delphy Academy 

guides young colleagues in their development as

person, expert and as a professional.

Dutch and international colleagues work in our 

international teams. They work in the  

Netherlands or in a foreign office.
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The Delphy 
Academy

Anyone who starts at Delphy as an 

advisor, researcher or project leader 

participates in the Delphy Academy. 

This two-year course coaches 

employees in their development as 

experts, professionals and as a person. 

Why?
Anyone who starts a first or second job already has a lot of know-

ledge in-house through education or work experience. However, 

new colleagues 

at Delphy do not 

only need professi-

onal competences. 

Acquiring clients or 

projects, organizing 

work, managing 

time and personal development are also important skills. These are 

discussed during the Delphy Academy training course.

How?
Learning and development is not just about learning new skills, 

competences or building on successes. There should also be 

room to explore what prevents someone from achieving goals in 

certain situations. That is why we organize personal coaching and 

peer reviews with colleagues. This is where your own dilemmas or 

issues are explored 

together. Each candi-

date is guided by the 

Delphy Academy 

coach and his or her manager.

Learning process
Training and education are instructive, but the best teacher is prac-

tice. Conversations with colleagues, customers and managers have 

a great impact on us as individuals and as professionals. Everyone 

needs feedback; a different perspective on an issue can be very 

welcome. The Delphy Academy provides mutual connection, feed-

back, intervision and is a safe place for personal development.

Three parts of the Delphy Academy

 You as an expert professional development

 You as a professional competence development

 You as a person personal development

Delphy 
Academy

Worldwide Expertise for Food & Flowers

Certifi cate

Delphy 
Academy

Uitgereikt aan

Madelief Bol
Projectmanager Bloembollen
 

Voor het succesvol doorlopen van de Delphy Academy, waarin je jezelf in de afge-
lopen twee jaar als expert, als professional en als mens hebt ontwikkeld aan de hand 
van jouw persoonlijke leerdoelen en groeipad.
 

Jacco van der Wekken
Algemeen Directeur Delphy
 
                                       
 

Datum            
8 september 2022

'I have become stronger and a better 
professional. I have been given a 

foundation that I can use every day. 
This allows me to present myself 

more confidently and confidently.'

'I learned to bring out the question 
behind the question'


